UDAP Deployment

Over deze publicatie
De internationale ontwikkeling van Smart Mobility zorgt voor flinke
vernieuwingen in verkeer, vervoer en mobiliteit. Dit raakt direct ook de
verkeersregelinstallaties in de Nederlandse steden en provincies en op
rijkswegen. Als verkeersregelinstallaties kunnen communiceren met
voertuigen en weggebruikers kunnen weggebruikers worden geïnformeerd
over actuele fasewisselingen van verkeersregelinstallaties en hierop hun
rijgedrag vroegtijdig aanpassen, kunnen doelgroepen als openbaar vervoer,
nood- en hulpdiensten en vrachtwagens conform beleidswensen van
overheden worden geprioriteerd en kan data van voertuigen zelf worden
gebruikt voor betere netwerkregelingen. Dit bevordert doorstroming,
bereikbaarheid, verkeersveiligheid en duurzaamheid, legt de basis voor
connected en automated driving en speelt in op een digitale samenleving
waarin data en connectiviteit bijdragen aan economisch aantrekkelijke en
duurzame steden.
Voor het effectief, veilig en leveranciers- en overheidsonafhankelijk
communiceren van intelligente verkeersregelinstallaties (iVRI’s) met
voertuigen en weggebruikers hebben bedrijven en overheden in het
Innovatiepartnership Talking Traffic binnen internationale standaarden
gezamenlijk specificaties en koppelvlakken voor iVRI’s vastgelegd.
Eenduidig gebruik door alle overheden en betrokken bedrijven van deze
uniforme afspraken binnen internationale standaarden is noodzakelijk voor
interoperabiliteit en een goede en betrouwbare werking. Deze standaarden
zijn daarom vastgesteld door de landelijke publiek private Strategic
Committee ‘Borgen en beheren iVRI standaarden en producten’. Na
vaststelling gelden deze standaarden voor alle bedrijven en overheden die
in Nederland (willen gaan) werken aan iVRI’s t.b.v. intelligente mobiliteit.
Vanuit de rol van onafhankelijk en landelijk kennisinstituut verzamelt CROW
deze landelijk vastgestelde standaarden en stelt deze transparant ter
beschikking aan overheden, adviesbureaus en leveranciers.

About this publication
The international developments in Smart Mobility technology are boosting
innovations for traffic, transportation and mobility. This has a direct effect
on traffic control systems in Dutch cities and provinces, as well as national
highways. When traffic controllers are able to communicate with vehicles
and road users, the latter can be informed about real-time phase changes
in traffic lights, enabling them to anticipate and adjust driving behaviour
accordingly. Also, special interest groups, such as emergency services,
public transport and freight carriers, can be prioritized in line with public
policy guidelines. The data provided by vehicles themselves can be utilised
to improve network-based traffic control programmes. This has a positive
effect on flow, accessibility, traffic safety and sustainability, laying out the
fundamentals for connected and automated driving and preparing for a
digital society in which data and connectivity contribute to economically
viable and sustainable cities.
In order to let intelligent traffic controllers (iVRI) communicate with vehicles
and road users in an effective, safe and platform independent way,
businesses and governments have created and recorded common
specifications and interfaces for iVRI technology. These are compliant to
international standards and developed within the framework of the Talking
Traffic Innovation partnership. The unambiguous use of these uniform
agreements, within international standards, by all governmental bodies and
businesses is necessary for interoperability and a good and reliable
operation. These standards are adopted by the national public-private
Strategic Committee ‘Ensuring and maintaining iVRI standards and
products’. After adoption, these standards apply to all businesses and
governmental bodies in the Netherlands that work, or plan to work, on iVRI
technology for intelligent mobility purposes. Being an independent national
knowledge institute, CROW collects these national standards and provides
them to governments, consultants and suppliers in a transparent way.
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1 Introduction
This document describes the deployment details of the Urban Data Access Point (UDAP) I2V platform as “iVRI
overnamepunt” for Talking Traffic.
1.1 Overview
This document describes the deployment specific details of the UDAP I2V platform as “iVRI overnamepunt” to
facilitate the Intelligent Traffic Light Controller (iTLC) communication between “cluster 1” and “cluster 2” as
described in document [1].
The sole purpose of the platform is to route real time data between both “clusters”:
–
–

From “cluster 1” to “cluster 2” this involves passing through TLC originated SPAT, MAP, DENM, IVI and SSM
messages.
From “cluster 2” to “cluster 1” this involves passing through TLC destined CAM and SRM messages.

Additionally the platform is also capable of transmitting MAP and SPAT messages for “legacy” TLCs by
converting VLOG 3.0 ASCII streams.

1 Introduction
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2 Cluster 1 connectivity
2.1 Intelligent TLC
2.1.1
Initiation
Intelligent TLCs will initiate connections with UDAP.
Both the Intelligent TLC and UDAP can end the connection. Both the TLC and UDAP must end the
connection if no data is received for a period of 5 seconds.
Intelligent TLCs are responsible for re-establishing the connection with UDAP.
2.1.2
Connection
Intelligent TLCs will connect using the UDAP-TLC-SYSTEM Interface as described in document [10].
2.1.3
Data exchange
As soon as the connection has been established, the Intelligent TLC sends SPAT, MAP, DENM, IVI and SSM
messages to UDAP.
–
–

–

SPAT messages are sent upon change of content, with a maximum rate of 10 SPAT messages per second.
MAP messages are sent upon connection and upon change of content, with a maximum rate of 1 MAP
message per hour. Although partial MAP messages are possible in the ETSI specification; MAP messages
sent to UDAP should always be complete.
SSM messages are sent as response to a received SRM message.

CAM and SRM messages received by UDAP from “cluster 2” will be sent to the Intelligent TLC.
–
–

CAM messages will be sent to the Intelligent TLC when the CAM message is received from one of the
“cluster 2” systems and was designated by the “cluster 2” system for the specific Intelligent TLC.
SRM messages will be sent to the Intelligent TLC when the SRM message is received from one of the
“cluster 2” systems and was designated by the “cluster 2” system for the specific Intelligent TLC.

It should also be possible in the future to add new message types to the data streams flowing over UDAP, e.g.
the VRU Awareness Message (VAM) that ETSI is working on at the moment for VRU protection, or DENM and
IVI messages to support other forms of infrastructure-to-vehicle communication besides interaction with
Intelligent TLC’s.
2.1.4
Security
The connection between the Intelligent TLC and UDAP is secured using TLS, as this is in accordance with the
choices made in the “iTLC Architecture” (see document [6]). TLS client authentication will not be used. There
will be no custom PKI infrastructure used.
It is possible to connect without TLS in cases where the connection security can be guaranteed on a lower
level.
2.2 VLOG TLC
2.2.1
Initiation
UDAP will initiate the connection with VLOG TLCs. Upon registration of the TLC, it is possible to enable
automatic connection establishment.
Both the TLC and UDAP can end the connection. UDAP will end the connection if no data is received for a
period of 60 seconds.
UDAP is responsible to re-establishing the connection with the TLC.
2.2.2
Connection
VLOG TLCs will be connected using the UDAP-TLC-SYSTEM-VLOG Interface as described in document [11].
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2.2.3
Data exchange
As soon as the connection has been established, UDAP will convert the registered ITF to MAP and sent it on
behalf of the TLC. The TLC sends VLOG ASCII messages to UDAP. UDAP will convert the VLOG ASCII
messages to SPAT messages and sent these on behalf of the TLC.
–
–
–

SPAT messages are sent based on WPS (“Werkelijke Programma Status”) and FT (“Fasecyclus Timing”)
VLOG messages, with a maximum rate of 10 SPAT messages per second.
MAP messages are sent upon connection. Although partial MAP messages are possible in the ETSI
specification; MAP messages sent to UDAP should always be complete.
IVI, DENM and/or SSM messages are not sent.

CAM and SRM messages received by UDAP from “cluster 2” will not be sent to the TLC.
2.2.4
Security
The connection between the VLOG TLC and UDAP is not secured. With the exception to test scenarios, it is
only permitted to connect VLOG based TLCs with UDAP using a VPN secured connection.

2 Cluster 1 connectivity
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3 Cluster 2 connectivity
3.1 Initiation
Cluster 2 systems will initiate connections with UDAP.
Both the Cluster 2 system and UDAP can end the connection. Both the Cluster 2 system and UDAP must end
the connection if no data is received for a period of 5 seconds.
Cluster 2 systems are responsible for re-establishing the connection with UDAP.
3.2 Connecting
Cluster 2 systems will indicate the TLC scope of connections upon connection. This way it is possible apply
load balancing by utilising a pool of connections.
Cluster 2 systems will be connected using the UDAP-BROKER-SYSTEM Interface as described in document
[12].
3.3 Data exchange
As soon as the connection has been established, UDAP will send SPAT, MAP, and SSM messages to the Cluster
2 system.
–
–
–

SPAT messages are sent upon reception of the message from one of the connected TLCs.
MAP messages are sent upon reception of the message from one of the connected TLCs. Additionally,
the last received MAP message for each TLC will be sent upon connection.
SSM messages are sent upon reception of the message from one of the connected TLCs.

The messages will be delivered to the Cluster 2 system with a “TLC identifier”. This way the Cluster 2 system
can identify from which TLC the message originated.
As soon as the connection has been established, Cluster 2 systems will send CAM and SRM to UDAP. Based
on the “TLC identifier” of the message supplied by the Cluster 2 system, UDAP will forward messages to the
specific TLCs if they are connected.
–

–

CAM messages will be sent to UDAP with a maximum rate of 1 CAM message per vehicle per second and
a maximum rate of 400 CAM messages per TLC per second. The Cluster 2 system is responsible for
“selecting” the proper TLCs for reception of the CAM message. This selection is based on “geo fencing”,
where a CAM message can only be sent when the vehicle related to the CAM message is within a, to be
determined, radius of the TLC intersection(s). The TLC is responsible for CAM de-duplication in case
multiple CAM messages are received from the same vehicle.
SRM messages will be sent to UDAP. The Cluster 2 system is responsible for “selecting” the proper TLCs
for reception of the SRM message.

The maximum rate of 400 CAM messages per TLC per second is based on technical theoretical maximum
and could be subject to change after evaluation.
UDAP will not sent CAM and SRM messages to VLOG based TLCs.
3.4 Security
The connection between the Cluster 2 systems and UDAP is secured using TLS, as this is in accordance with
the choices made in the “iTLC Architecture” (see document [6]). TLS client authentication will not be used.
There will be no custom PKI infrastructure used.
It is possible to connect without TLS in cases where the connection security can be guaranteed on a lower
level.
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4 Data exchange
The data exchange between “cluster 1” and “cluster 2” is based on ETSI, where UDAP as streaming platform
should remain data agnostic. The data transfer is based on bi-directional stream of messages. There is no
request/response pattern. Messages are streamed to both “sides” as long as there is connectivity.
For details regarding the streaming protocol see UDAP-TLC-SYSTEM Interface document [10] and UDAPBROKER-SYSTEM Interface document [12].
4.1 Messages from “cluster 1” to “cluster 2”
The SPAT, MAP, and SSM messages streamed from UDAP to “cluster 2” systems are described in ASN.1
notation in their respective ETSI documentation.
For SPAT messages see document [4] par. 5.13.
For MAP messages see document [4] par. 5.6.
For SSM messages see document [4] par. 5.15.
All messages will be encoded using the ASN.1 UPER encoding.
4.2 Messages from “cluster 2” to “cluster 1”
The CAM and SRM messages streamed from UDAP to “cluster 1” systems are described in ASN.1 notation in
their respective ETSI documentation.
For CAM messages see document [2] annex A.
For SRM messages see document [4] par 5.14.
All messages will be encoded using the ASN.1 UPER encoding.

4 Data exchange
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5 Testing
All “cluster 1” and “cluster 2” technology vendors will have access to their private test domain within UDAP in
order to support the development of “cluster 1” and “cluster 2” systems.
Within UDAP, data is always streamed within the context of a specific logical domain. Technology vendors will
be able to establish both “cluster 1” and “cluster 2” connections within their respective test domain so that
they can test their systems.
This way, Cluster 1 technology vendors are able to develop and utilise a Cluster 2 “stub” in order to perform
(automated) tests in regards to their Cluster 1 system implementation.
This way, Cluster 2 technology vendors are able to develop and utilise a Cluster 1 “stub” in order to perform
(automated) tests in regards to their Cluster 2 system implementation.
Further details regarding the administrative operations using the UDAP API can be found in the UDAP-TLCADMIN Interface document [13] and UDAP-BROKER-ADMIN Interface document [14].
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6 Authentication and authorization
Organizations and systems are granted access to UDAP using an authorization token. The authorization
model allows organizations to manage the tokens for usage in their systems.
This allows technology vendors to generate the required authorization tokens within their test domains to
facilitate testing.
For the production domain this allows the operational governing entities for TLCs (Road Authorities) to
register TLCs and manage authorization tokens.
Further details regarding the administrative operations using the UDAP API can be found in the UDAP-TLCADMIN Interface document [13] and UDAP-BROKER-ADMIN Interface document [14].

6 Authentication and authorization
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7 Technical deployment details
7.1 Overview
The Streaming Service is designed to route TLC related data between multiple TLC's and multiple TLC data
brokers. Data from a TLC is always sent to all connected brokers. Data from a broker is always sent to one
specific TLC. The TLCs and the Brokers initiate the connection with the Streaming Service. When, for
whatever reason, the session is terminated, the TLCs and/or Brokers have to reinitiate the connection.

Arrows in diagrams illustrate the direction of connection establishment, not the flow of data.

The Streaming Service is build up from three components:
1.
2.
3.

the REST API, primarily for creating streaming sessions;
the AutoConnect Session Manager for the management of Streaming Service initiated sessions;
the Streaming Service (nodes) for:
1. handling continuous streaming of payloads over TCP. One streaming session can stream several
types of payload;
2. protocol/payload conversion if applicable.

7.1.1
TCPStreaming sessions
In order to establish a connection for a streaming session a Client has to create the session using the
Streaming Service API. The Streaming Service API will allocate a free Streaming Service Node for the
streaming session and return the created session details, including the connection details, in the request‘s
response.

7.1.2
VLOG sessions
For streaming sessions that utilise a protocol, like VLOG, that requires the Streaming Service to initiate the
connection, the Client is required to create the session with the specific host and port to which the Streaming
Service should connect to.
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7.1.3
VLOG AutoConnect
In order to facilitate the connection management in use cases where the device that will terminate the
connection is not able to create it's session, the Streaming Service's AutoConnect Session Manager can
manage the session creation.

7.1.4
Domains
In order to support testing and debugging the streaming sessions can be created for specific domain. The
streaming sessions created in different domains are isolated from each other, making it possible for multiple
parties to test and debug the streaming functionality simultaneously without the risk of interfering with each
other.
7.1.5
Session logs
Besides creating new streaming sessions the Streaming Service API can also be used to request the session
details of a previously created session and to request all created sessions.
7.2 Payload types
A streaming session can stream more than one type of payload. Although the Streaming Service itself does
not interpret the payload while streaming between sessions, the different types of payload are pre-defined in
order to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

inform the receiving end-point of the payload type so that the payload data can be interpreted correctly;
register streaming metrics per payload type;
calculate the "Session stale payloads" metric based on payload type specific TTL definitions;
enforce payload type specific back pressure policies.

The described TTL (Time-To-Live) of the payloads is mostly relevant for the parties receiving the payload. The
Streaming Service uses this TTL only for determining the session metric "stale payload received".

7 Technical deployment details
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Payload
type

Stream
direction

Payload format

TTL

TTL rationale

MAP

TLC ->
Brokers

ASN.1 UPER encoded
MAP

300
seconds

MAP is a semi-static message, it is important
that it is delivered.

SPaT

TLC ->
Brokers

ASN.1 UPER encoded
SPaT

3
seconds

SPaT carries the current state of the traffic
light, therefore it must be delivered on time.

SSM

TLC ->
Brokers

ASN.1 UPER encoded
SSM

10
seconds

An SSM that is delivered too late will not be
informative for the user.

CAM

Brokers ->
TLC

ASN.1 UPER encoded
CAM
5
seconds

A bit older positions can still be used, the
CAM itself contains a timestamp which rolls
over after 64 seconds.

10
seconds

An SRM that is delivered too late will not be
able to provide priority in time.

Secure
CAM

Brokers ->
TLC

ASN.1 UPER encoded
CAM (with security
envelop)

SRM

Brokers ->
TLC

ASN.1 UPER encoded
SRM

Brokers ->
TLC

ASN.1 UPER encoded
SRM (with security
envelop)

Secure
SRM

7.2.1
TCPStreaming protocol mappings
The UDAP-TLC-SYSTEM Interface (see document [10]) and UDAP-BROKER-SYSTEM Interface (see document
[12]) use the TCPStreaming protocol. The following table illustrates the payload type identification byte used
within the Talking Traffic project.
Payload type byte Payload type
0x00

MAP

0x01

SPAT

0x03

SSM

0x10

CAM

0x11

Secure CAM

0x12

SRM

0x13

Secure SRM

7.2.2

Payload type related standards

Subject

Standard

Version Comment

CAM

EN 302 637-2

v1.3.2

Cooperative Awareness Message

CDD

TS 102 894-2

v1.2.1

Common Data Dictionary for all messages

Geonetworking

EN 302 636-4-1 v1.2.1

For 802.11p networks

BTP

TS 103 248

v1.0.1

For 802.11p networks

Security

TS 103 097

v1.2.5

Security envelope and certificate format

MAP, SPaT, SRM, SSM TS 103 301

V1.1.1

ETSI header including protocol version for TS 19091

MAP, SPaT, SRM, SSM TS 19091

v0910

Based on SAE J2735
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7.3 Time synchronisation
It is important that all connected systems have their times properly synced to a reliable clock source. A big
clock difference between the systems would be problematic for determining the age of the payload. The
Streaming Service will continuously measure the clock difference during a streaming session by sending a
protocol specific time enquiry message every 15 seconds and will terminate sessions if the average clock
difference (average over 1 minute period) exceeds the "clock difference threshold". This threshold will be set
to 3 seconds. The Streaming Service requires at least 2 time synchronisation responses each minute; if less
than 2 responses are received the session will also be disconnected.
7.4 Load
7.4.1
Rate and size indication
The described payload sizes are all based on ASN.1 Unaligned PER encoding.
Streaming protocol overhead has not been included
7.4.2
Theoretical maximums
The rate metrics used are based on theoretical maximums and will need to be evaluated against the actual
rates expected in real life.
Average
payload
size

Maximum
payload size

Size explanation

Maximum
TLC rate

Maximum
average TLC
throughput

20 KB

Average based on
10 signal groups
Maximum based
on 50 signal
groups

1/hour

4 KB/hour

1 KB

5 KB

Average based on
10 signal groups
Maximum based
on 50 signal
groups

10/second

10 KB/second

DENM 1/minute/TLC

200 B

300 B

Maximum based
on 50% increase

1/minute

200 B/minute

SSM

60/hour/TLC

100 B

150 B

Based on CAM
size

60/hour

5.86 KB/hour

IVI

1/second/TLC

250 B

500 B

Maximum based
on increase of
100%

1/second

250 B/second

CAM

1/second/vehicle
100 B
400/second/TLC

150 B

Maximum based
on 50% increase

400/second

39.06 KB/second

SRM

60/hour/TLC

150 B

Based on CAM
size

60/hour

5.86 KB/hour

Name Maximum rate

MAP

SPaT

1/hour/TLC

10/second/TLC

4 KB

100 B

7 Technical deployment details
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7.4.3

Expected

Name Average TLC rate Average payload size Average TLC throughput
MAP

1/day/TLC

4 KB

4 KB/day

SPaT

1/second/TLC

1 KB

1 KB/second

DENM 1/hour/TLC

200 B

200 B/hour

SSM

1/minute/TLC

100 B

100 B/minute

IVI

1/hour/TLC

250 B

250 B/hour

CAM

100/second/TLC

100 B

9.77 KB/second

SRM

1/minute/TLC

100 B

100 B/minute

7.4.4
Session rate and throughput limits
In order to safe guard that sessions do not generate more load than anticipated the streaming sessions are
rate and throughput limited regarding the that traffic is allowed to be transmitted. If one of the limits is
exceeded the session will be terminated. The rate and throughput limits depend on the session mode (TLC or
Broker) and TLC count (in case of a multiplex session).
Mode

Description

Limit/TLC

Rationale

Maximum payloads per
second

12
payload/s

Mainly SPaT based, including some overhead for MAP,
DENM, SSM, IVI and general headroom

Maximum throughput
per second

60 KB/s

Theoretical maximum is applied

Maximum payloads per
second

120
payload/s

Mainly CAM based including some overhead for CAM, SRM
and general headroom

Maximum throughput
per second

12 KB/s

Expected average is applied

TLC

Broker

When a session is created using the Streaming Service API the rate limits which apply for the created session
will also be available in the response.
7.4.5
Back pressure policies
If payloads are not processed quickly enough by the receiving end, queues and buffers start to fill up within
the Streaming Service. This phenomenom, commonly called "back pressure", occurs when congestion occurs
somewhere in the processing chain. One of the indicators of "back pressure" is an increased (increasing)
streaming latency (time between reception and transmission of a payload within the Streaming Service). In
case of back pressure, the Streaming Service will lower the load on the receiving streaming session by
applying a payload type specific "back pressure latency threshold". When a payload's streaming latency
exceeds this threshold, the payload will be dropped. By temporary dropping a specific portion of the load
before transmission the receiver has the opportunity to "catch up".
Payload type Latency threshold
MAP

<none>

SPaT

1000 ms

DENM

<none>

SSM

<none>

IVI

<none>

CAM

1000 ms
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Secure CAM

<none>

SRM

<none>

Secure SRM

<none>

7.4.6
Load balancing
It is possible to balance the streaming load over more than one connection. Since it is required to explicitly
specify the TLCs while create a new streaming session, parties can setup multiple connections over which the
total amount of TLCs is distributed. It is also possible to change the “TLC scope” of an already connected
streaming session in cases where TLCs should be added or removed from a connected session. There a few
things to consider regarding the management of session TLC scopes:
–
–

–
–

There will be an upper limit for the amount of TLCs per session to force the ability to load balance. The
default upper limit is 250 TLCs per session;
Adding TLCs to an active session could be refused due to lack of resources on the session’s Streaming
Service Node or the maximum TLCs per session limitation. If the TLC cannot be added to an other
session a new session needs to be created, or the current session needs to be reestablished;
Brokers can poll the API for new TLC registrations and add TLCs at any given time. In case of
reestablishing sessions it is best to do this during daily designated maintenance windows (midnight);
TLCs can never be in scope of more then one broker session of the same account and can never be in
scope of more then one TLC session. When redistributing TLCs between connections the TLCs should
first be removed from the original session before adding it to the new session. Redistribution of TLCs is
best done during daily designated maintenance window since it will always cause a brief intermission of
the moved TLC's payload stream.

7.5 Payload policies
It is possible to configure payload policies within the Streaming Service, that regulated whether messages can
be received by certain accounts. The following payload types are dropped by default in the Talking Traffic
production domain and can only be received if the receiving account has been explicitly whitelisted by the
governing body.
Payload type
CAM
Secure CAM
SRM
Secure SRM
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